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Abstract: Considering the unsafety of the present blasting network used in the blasting mining of
coalfield fires, a unidirectional explosive element (named explosive diode) is proposed according
to explosive logic element principles. Through theoretical and experimental analysis, the internal
structure and mechanism of the unidirectional transmission of the detonation signal were studied.
For an explosive diode, the length of the quenching channel was defined to be the key parameter. The
explosive diode was implemented in the traditional blasting network, obtaining an explosive logic
network. To evaluate the safety and reliability of the explosive diode and explosive logic network,
detonation propagation and explosion-proof experiments were conducted in the lab. The optimum
length of the quenching channel to obtain unidirectional detonation transmission was established.
The results showed that the explosive diode could reliably control the propagation direction of the
detonation signal when the length of the quenching channel was between 15 mm and 25 mm. The
explosive logic network achieved a reliable detonation propagation and was explosion-proof. In
comparison with traditional networks, the explosive logic network showed increased safety and
reliability as the number of subnets increased. This is a significant improvement to mining safety and
demonstrates great promise for engineering applications.

Keywords: safety of blasting network; unidirectional explosive element; detonation propagation;
blasting mining of coalfield fires

1. Introduction

Worldwide, coal fires with a large area, a high temperature, and a long duration
occur frequently in exposed or underground coal seams [1]. In many countries, such as
China [2,3], South Africa [4], India [5], USA [6] and Australia [7], coal fires cause major
disaster during opencast working. Domestic and international research on coal fires
primarily include the following aspects: the distribution and development of coal fires,
the detection and monitoring of coal fires [8–10], the modelling of underground coal
fires [11–13], assessments of the impact on the environment and human health [14] and
fire-fighting engineering [15,16]. Due to different geological conditions in China compared
to other countries, there are fewer studies regarding blasting mining in coalfield fires
outside of China. The major coal fire areas qualified for large-scale open-air mining are
located in northwest China, where the climate is generally arid and rainless, vegetation on
the ground is deficient, wild species are rare, the resident population is sparse, and public
infrastructure near coal mines are underdeveloped. Open mining here adopted physical
cooling construction procedures before blasting mining. Safety regulations for blasting
stipulate that the temperature of the blast holes must be reduced to below 80 ◦C before
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blasting operations are conducted [17]. Blasting mining is distinct from traditional blasting
because of the contact time and general lack of experience with it. The blasting site has
low visibility, contains high-temperature blast holes and is an unsafe working environment.
A field photograph is shown in Figure 1. Recently, in Ningxia province, two serious safety
accidents occurred in coalfield fires, which resulted in the death of more than 10 people
and in injuries to at least 20 more. These accidents were due to the premature explosion
of the subnet, resulting in the entire network being detonated [18,19]. These accidents
seriously affected the mineral mining efficiency and threatened the workers at the blasting
site. Therefore, it is important to improve safety techniques in the blasting network.
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Figure 1. Blasting mining site, field photograph, December 2021, in Dashitou coalfield fires approxi-
mately 10 km northwest of Ruqigou in Ningxia province. (a) A long-time heated open pit coal mine
(the color of the mountain is dark red), (b) spontaneous combustion coal seam, (c) high-temperature
blast hole (the temperature can reach 400 ◦C) and (d) high-temperature blasting site.

It is significant that an explosive logic network was applied to field blasting to im-
prove the safety of the blasting network. First proposed by D. A. Silvia [20,21] in the
1960s, an explosive logic network is composed of an explosive logic element and an initi-
ating device. This network has a gate function, can make a logical judgement about the
detonation signals coming from the different input ends and decides whether to output
a signal and in which way to output it. A traditional blasting network is divided into
the following categories: the detonating tube network, the detonating cord network, the
electric detonator network and the hybrid network. In the design of a blasting network for
coalfield fires, the blast holes are located in different high-temperature environments. After
the implementation of physical cooling or resistant heat protection measures, the electric
detonator and detonating tube networks are still not suitable for usage. By comparison,
when adopting an RDX as the explosive, the detonating cord exhibited reliable detonation
propagation and high-temperature endurance [22,23]. It is the optimal initiating equip-
ment in the network design. In a traditional blasting network, the detonation signal can
propagate bidirectionally. This is to say that the detonation signal can propagate from the
main network to the subnet under conventional blasting. Similarly, it is able to detonate
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the main network when the detonation signal error is inputted from the subnet. Therefore,
a traditional blasting network poses some potential hazard. In this paper, an element
named explosive diode, which has a gate function that controls the propagation direction
of the detonation signal, was designed. An explosive diode is a connector within the
detonating cord network. Previously, some researchers studied the connector applied to
the detonating fuse blasting network. Bartholomew S W et al. proposed a blasting signal
transmission tube delay unit related to a time delay assembly [24], and Zakheim H put
forward bidirectional delay connectors related to the time delay in the detonating cord
network [25]. This connector mainly plays a time delay role, and research on the size of the
detonation elimination chamber is limited. The author adopted the detonation elimination
chamber structure and the shock initiation structure of a flying plate type in the detonation
sequence [26]. Since conventional high explosives inside the explosive diode were not used,
this structure was highly safe. In the experiments, the explosive diode can be applied to
a traditional blasting network to form an explosive logic network, which performs well
in field blasting. To evaluate the safety and reliable performance of the explosive diode
and the explosive logic network, detonation propagation and explosion-proof experiments
were performed by simulating a field-blasting network in the lab. Moreover, we conducted
a theoretical calculation comparing the reliability of the new and the traditional networks.
From the results of these experiments and the above calculation, the application of explo-
sive logic networks would greatly increase the safety and efficiency of blasting mining in
coal fire areas.

2. Composition of the Unidirectional Explosive Element

As shown in Figure 2, the unidirectional explosive element (named explosive diode)
is composed of a metal shell (2), sealing elements (1 and 8) at both ends of the element, the
input end of the detonation signal (14, End A), a hollow rubber structure (13), sealing wax
paper (4), an excitation setting (5), an explosion-proof structure (6), and the output end
of the detonation signal (7, End B). The relevant parameters of the initiating equipment
(End A and End B) used in the experiment mentioned in this paper are listed in Table 1.
The different densities of the layered charge in the explosion-proof structure 6 are listed in
Table 2 [27]. The metal shell should possess sufficient strength to resist internal detonating
and deflagrating reaction forces, as well as the longitudinal forces that may be applied
during the detonation signal propagation. The preferred material is steel tubing. When
the detonating cord (7 or 14) was inserted into the sealing element (1 or 8), a locking
phenomenon could be produced. The tight fit between the detonating cord and the sealing
element is waterproof and performs a fixed connecting function. The interior of the hollow
rubber structure 13 forms an air channel called quenching channel (3). This quenching
channel functions to control the shock wave attenuation from one side of the hollow rubber
structure to the other. The sealing wax paper (4) prevented the excitation powder (11)
from spilling. The excitation setting (5) was positioned directly abutting the quenching
channel (3) and the second charge (10) to receive and transmit the blasting initiation signal.
The explosion-proof structure (6) functioned to transmit the shock wave signal from the
quenching channel (3) to the detonating cord of End B. Similar to the function of a diode in
an electronic circuit, this element only allows a one-way transmission of the detonation
signal and can also be called explosive diode. When the elements are connected to the
blasting network, two connections are possible: forward connection and reverse connection.
In the case of a forward connection to the blasting network, the detonation signal is input
from end A and output from end B; this can realize a forward detonation transmission.
In the case of a connection to the blasting network in reverse, the detonation signal is
successfully blocked after being input from end B to realize reverse detonation suppression.
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Figure 2. The unidirectional explosive element (explosive diode), (a) schematic, 1 and 8—Sealing
element, 2—Metal shell, 3—Quenching channel, 4—Sealing wax paper, 5—Excitation setting, 6—
Explosion-proof structure, 7—Output end of detonation signal, 9—1st Charge, 10—2nd Charge, 11—
Excitation powder, 12—Bayonet fixing, 13—Hollow rubber structure, 14—Input end of detonation
signal, (b) sample.

Table 1. Initiating equipment (End A and End B).

Types of Initiating Equipment The Core Load of Detonating Cord (g/m)

Detonating cord 2.4; 4.0; 6.7; 9.7; 12.0; 14.0

Table 2. Layered structure’s charge densities.

Serial Number Layered Structure Charge Density (g/cm3)

11 Excitation Powder PETN/Graphite/Al/Oxidant 0.8

9 1st Charge Granulation PETN 1.2–1.3

10 2nd Charge Granulation PETN 0.9–1.0

3. Experimental Methods and Results

In this paper, reliable explosion propagation and explosion-proof experiments were
carried out by verifying the iron plate explosion propagation method (judging the propaga-
tion of the detonation signal by the explosion trace on the iron plate), and the application
range of the key parameters of the unidirectional explosion element was obtained. Based on
the unidirectional explosion propagation model, the explosive logic network was designed.
The logic function of the unidirectional explosive element in the explosion network was also
confirmed by reliable explosion propagation and explosion-proof experiments. At the same
time, the reliability of the traditional explosive network and the explosive logic network
was analyzed. The flow diagram of the experimental methods is shown in Figure 3.
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3.1. Experiment to Evaluate the Reliability of the Detonation Propagation

Through the detonation propagation experiment, the explosive diode accessed the
network through a forward connection. In Figure 4, the propagation direction of the
detonation signal is indicated by an arrow (i.e., from End A to End B), and the configuration
is shown.
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Figure 4. Configuration of the detonation propagation experiment, 1—detonator, 2—detonating cord
of end A, 3—explosive diode, 4—detonating cord of end B, 5—the thickness of 0.2 mm iron-plate.

In the process of detonation propagation, a reliable detonation wave propagation is
the desired goal. The key parameters within this element contain the detonating cord of
End B with different core loads and quenching channel lengths. As shown in Figure 4,
an industrial detonating cord weighing 14 g per meter was inserted into End A and End
B. The element selected a 10 mm quenching channel, and the End B detonating cord was
connected to a 0.2 mm experimental iron plate. An 8# industrial detonator ignited the
detonating cord of End A to test whether the detonation signal could propagate successfully
from End A to End B.
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Based on the experiments shown in Figure 5, multi-group experiments were conducted
to test the effect on the detonation propagation by adjusting the length of the quenching
channel and by using different liner densities of the detonating cord at End B. The results
of these experiments are listed in Table 3.
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Table 3. Detonation propagation results using different design parameters.

Core Load of the Detonating
Cord (End A) (g/m)

Length of the Quenching
Channel (mm)

Core Load of the Detonating
Cord (End B) (g/m) Results

14.0

10 2.4; 4.0; 6.7;
9.7; 12.0; 14.0;

Y
Y

15 2.4; 4.0; 6.7;
9.7; 12.0; 14.0;

Y
Y

20 2.4; 4.0; 6.7;
9.7; 12.0; 14.0;

Y
Y

25 2.4; 4.0; 6.7;
9.7; 12.0; 14.0;

Y
Y

Y—Reliable explosion, N—Failed, mm—millimeter, g/m—gram per meter.

Considering Figure 5 and Table 3, we concluded that the explosive diode could reliably
allow detonation propagation from End A to End B to achieve a gate function, and the
experimental iron plate was successfully destroyed, as shown in Figure 5. The propagation
process of the detonation signal was as follows. First, a stable detonation signal was
inputted from the detonating cord of End A; then, it was transformed to a shock wave after
passing through the quenching channel. Finally, this shock wave triggered the excitation
setting of the sublayer charge structure to ignite the End B detonating cord, whose core
load ranged from 2.4 g per meter to 14 g per meter.

3.2. Explosion-Proof Experiment

With the experimental method described above, the element accessed the experimental
networks following a reverse connection. The propagation direction of the detonation signal is
indicated by an arrow (i.e., from End B to End A) in the structure diagram shown in Figure 6.
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In the explosion-proof experiment, the desired goal was for the element to prevent the
propagation of a detonation signal reliably from End B for different core loads of the End B
detonating cord and quenching channel lengths. The explosion-proof experiment for the
explosive diode was performed as shown in Figures 7 and 8. An 8# industrial detonator
was used to ignite the End B detonating cord and test whether the detonation signal could
be prevented during the propagation from End B to End A.
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Based on the experiments shown in Figures 7 and 8, multi-group experiments to
test the explosion-proof effect by adjusting the length of the quenching channel and by
varying the core load of the End B detonating cord were performed. The results of these
experiments are listed in Table 4.

Table 4. Explosion-proof results using different design parameters.

Core Load of the Detonating
Cord (End A) (g/m)

Length of the Quenching
Channel (mm)

Core Load of the Detonating
Cord (End B) (g/m) Results

14.0

10 2.4; 4.0; 6.7;
9.7; 12.0; 14.0;

Y
N

15 2.4; 4.0; 6.7;
9.7; 12.0; 14.0;

Y
Y

20 2.4; 4.0; 6.7;
9.7; 12.0; 14.0;

Y
Y

25 2.4; 4.0; 6.7;
9.7; 12.0; 14.0;

Y
Y

Y—Reliable explosion-proof, N—Failed, mm—millimeter, g/m—gram per meter.

From Figures 7 and 8 and Table 4, when the length of the quenching channel was
10 mm and the core load of the End B detonating cord was 9.7 g per meter or above, it
was concluded that the element could not reliably prevent the reverse propagation of the
detonation signal. The experimental iron plate was destroyed, as shown in Figure 7. When
the length of the quenching channel was between 15 mm to 25 mm, the element could
reliably prevent the reverse propagation of the detonation signal. The detonation signal
failed to ignite the End A detonating cord, and the element realized its explosion-proof
function, as shown in Figure 8.
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3.3. Explosive Logic Network Design and Experiments

The explosive logic network (new network) consisted of an ignition end, a main
network (detonating cord), a subnet (detonating cord) and an explosive diode, as shown in
Figure 9. In comparison with a traditional blasting network, the explosive logic network
had a higher level of safety in the gate function.
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In the explosive logic network, the objective was to control the unidirectional prop-
agation of the detonation signal in the blasting network. An explosive diode element,
which played an important role as a logic control switch, connected the main network to
the subnet according to a forward connection. The propagation of the detonation signal
included the following processes: inputting from the ignition end, passing through the
main network and the explosive diode and propagating into the subnet of the blast hole. If
a premature explosion occurred in the subnet, the detonation signal would be halted when
it passed through the element in according to a reverse propagation to protect the safety of
the main network. The explosive logic network was utilized to simulate a field-blasting
network. The main network was similar to the ground-blasting network, and each subnet
was similar to the charge holes. The experimental iron plate represented the blasting effect
of a blast hole. In the detonation propagation experiments of this new network, when
the detonation signal was inputted from the ignition end, it could pass through the main
network smoothly, and the explosive diode detonated each subnet reliably. Five obvious
explosion imprints in the iron plate indicated that the reliable explosion met the network
design for field blasting. The experimental apparatus and results are shown in Figure 10.
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In the explosion-proof experiments, the sudden spontaneous firing or premature
explosion of the blast subnet in coalfield fires due to accidents (such as high temperature,
electro discharge, or stray current) caused by the subnet was simulated. From the explosion
imprint on the experimental iron plate and the explosive diode, the propagation of the
detonation signal was halted and did not arrive at the main network. The integrity of the
rest of the network was protected, and the explosion of the entire blasting network was
avoided. The experimental apparatus and results are shown in Figure 11. This experiment
demonstrated that the blast logic network has a high safety in engineering blasting and is
able to protect the staff at the blasting site.
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3.4. Reliability Analysis of the Explosive Logic Network

A reliability analysis [28] that compared the traditional blasting network with the new
network was made. In a traditional network, connection reliability between the subnet and
the main network is equal to that of a serial network. The reliability of a subnet is defined
as Pi (i.e., the reliability of every subnet is P1, P2, P3, . . . , Pn). The reliability of the main
network is P and is indicated in the formula (1).

P = P1 × P2 × · · · Pn =
n

∏
1

Pi (1)

In the explosive logic network, the connection reliability between the subnet and the
main network equals that of a parallel network. The reliability of the main network is P
and is shown in the formula (2).

P = 1 − (1 − P1)× (1 − P2)× · · · (1 − Pn) = 1 −
n

∏
1
(1 − Pi) (2)

In the above formulas, n is the number of subnets. The reliability of a subnet was
assumed to be 0.9990, and the reliability of the two networks with a different number of
subnets was compared and is shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Comparison of the reliability of two types of blasting networks.

Subnet Numbers Traditional Network Reliability Explosive Logic Network Reliability

1 0.9999 0.9999

10 0.9900 0.9999

20 0.9802 0.9999

30 0.9704 0.9999

40 0.9608 0.9999

50 0.9512 0.9999
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As shown in Table 5, the reliability of a traditional network decreased as the number
of subnets increased. When the number of subnets reached 50, the reliability of a traditional
network was 0.9512, whereas the reliability of the new network was 0.9999. In a tradi-
tional network, the propagation of the detonation signal was bidirectional (i.e., two-way
propagation), and the error input of the detonation signal from any subnet could trigger
a premature explosion in the main network. In the explosive logic network, the propagation
of the detonation signal was unidirectional (i.e., one-way network), and every explosive
diode played the role of a controlling switch and stopped the input of errors from the
subnet to protect the main network, as shown in Figure 11b. This new type of network,
whose safety and reliability were demonstrated to be higher than those of a traditional one,
is more suitable for blasting mining in coalfield fires.

4. Analysis of the Propagation Mechanism of the Unidirectional Explosive Element

The detonation propagation mechanism is illustrated as follows. First, the stable
detonation signal was inputted from the detonating cord of End A, and then the detonation
signal was transformed to a shock wave when it passed through the quenching channel.
Finally, the shock wave and high-temperature gas products ignited the excitation powder
in the established excitation setting. As the heat accumulated, local hot spots formed and
developed into combustion in a short time. Large amounts of gas were produced and
resulted in a high temperature and high pressure in the examined excitation setting [29].
Afterwards, a slapper with a high velocity formed from the bottom in the considered
excitation setting at a high temperature and a high pressure. Finally, the slapper struck
the layered charge with different densities (2nd charge and 1st charge) in the examined
excitation setting, allowing the propagation of the detonation. In the process of detonation
propagation, the sensitivity of the charge in the explosion-proof structure was reduced from
a high level to a low level, and the detonation energy increased from a low level to a high
level. Therefore, a stable detonation energy ignited the initiating device, and detonation
propagation was achieved.

The explosion-proof mechanism is illustrated as follows. If the detonation signal
was inputted from the detonating cord of End B, it passed through the explosion-proof
structure from the reverse direction, and the detonation energy was greatly reduced under
the conditions where there was a lack of hot spots and a low detonation sensitivity for
the first insensitive charge. Therefore, the detonation energy of End B could not ignite
the initiating device at End A because the sympathetic detonation was attenuated in the
quenching channel, and the system was therefore explosion-proof in the reverse direction.

Analysis of the quenching channel length was carried out. If the quenching channel
was short, the detonation signal from End B attempted to detonate the initiating device at
End A with a sympathetic detonation. The element would directly ignite the detonating
cord of End A when there was a great amount of energy in the sympathetic detonation
and therefore lost the explosion-proof feature. On the contrary, if the quenching channel
was long, the detonation signal would reduce excessively and could not ignite the next
excitation setting needed for the detonation signal to propagate smoothly from End A to
End B. The results of the multi-group experiments were analyzed. If the quenching channel
was longer than 25 mm, the reliability of detonation propagation was low. If the quenching
channel was shorter than 15 mm, the reliability of the explosion-proof system was low.
Therefore, a length of the quenching channel between 15 mm and 25 mm should be selected
for the optimal design of the element.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, an explosive diode as an element of detonation propagation was designed
and added to a traditional blasting network to form a new explosive logic network. To
evaluate the performance of this new network, detonation propagation and explosion-proof
experiments were performed. Moreover, the reliability of the two networks was analyzed
and compared. Some key points are as follows:
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(1) An explosive element (named explosive diode) with unidirectional detonation signal
transmission function was designed. The internal charge structure and detonation
sequence of the element were described in detail, and the unidirectional explosive
propagation of the element was analyzed. The optimal length of the quenching
channel was demonstrated to be between 15 mm and 25 mm. In the detonation
propagation experiments, the explosive diode could reliably propagate the detonation
signal in the forward direction and successfully prevent the reverse propagation of
the detonation signal. When the length of the quenching channel was 10 mm and
the core load of the End B detonating cord was 9.7 g per meter or higher, it was
concluded that the element could not reliably prevent the reverse propagation of the
detonation signal.

(2) In the detonation propagating experiments of the explosive logic network, the deto-
nation signal could successfully pass through the explosive diode to detonate each
subnet reliably. Moreover, in the explosion-proof experiments, the propagation of
the detonation signal was halted by the explosive diode, the main network was not
ignited, and therefore, the explosive diode protected the rest of the network and
avoided the premature explosion of the entire blasting network. The reliability of
explosive logic network and traditional explosive network was analyzed. With the
increase of the number of subnets, the reliability of the explosive logic network ap-
peared greater than that of the traditional explosive network. The explosive element
and explosive logic network can be applied to engineering environments prone to
premature explosion or sudden spontaneous firing, such as high-temperature coal
mine blasting, blast furnace nodulation blasting, high-temperature tunnel blasting,
and can improve the safety and productivity of blasting operations.
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